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Objective. While tocilizumab (TCZ) is known to increase low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels, it is unclear whether TCZ increases cardiovascular risk in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). This study was undertaken to compare the cardiovascular risk associated with receiving TCZ versus tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi).
Methods. To examine comparative cardiovascular safety, we conducted a cohort study of RA patients who newly started TCZ or TNFi using claims data from Medicare, IMS PharMetrics, and MarketScan. All patients were required to have previously used a different TNFi, abatacept, or tofacitinib. The primary outcome measure was a composite cardiovascular end point of hospitalization for myocardial infarction or stroke. TCZ initiators were propensity score matched to TNFi initiators with a variable ratio of 1:3 within each database, controlling for >65 baseline characteristics. A fixed-effects model combined database-specific hazard ratios (HRs).
Results. We included 9,218 TCZ initiators propensity score matched to 18,810 TNFi initiators across all 3 databases. The mean age was 72 years in Medicare, 51 in PharMetrics, and 53 in MarketScan. Cardiovascular disease was present at baseline in 14.3% of TCZ initiators and 13.5% of TNFi initiators. During the study period (mean 6 SD 0.9 6 0.7 years; maximum 4.5 years), 125 composite cardiovascular events occurred, resulting in an incidence rate of 0.52 per 100 person-years for TCZ initiators and 0.59 per 100 person-years for TNFi initiators. The risk of cardiovascular events associated with TCZ use versus TNFi use was similar across all 3 databases, with a combined HR of 0.84 (95% confidence interval 0.56-1.26).
Conclusion. This multi-database population-based cohort study showed no evidence of an increased cardiovascular risk among RA patients who switched from a different biologic drug or tofacitinib to TCZ versus to a TNFi.
Epidemiologic studies of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) have shown a 1.5-2.0 times increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality (1, 2) . This excess cardiovascular risk is thought to be the result of not only traditional cardiovascular risk factors but also RA severity or active systemic inflammation (3, 4) . The 2015 American College of Rheumatology guidelines for the treatment of RA recommend a treat-to-target strategy to better control disease activity in both early and established RA (5) . Use of tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) or other biologic agents is recommended for patients who have moderate-to-high disease activity while taking a traditional disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) (5) . Over the past decade, a number of studies have suggested potential cardiovascular benefits of using DMARDs in patients with RA (6) . In particular, a number of cohort studies showed that treatment with TNFi may be associated with a decreased cardiovascular risk, probably related to a reduction in systemic inflammation (7) (8) (9) , although some studies did not find a beneficial effect on cardiovascular risk in patients receiving TNFi compared with patients receiving DMARDs (10, 11) .
Tocilizumab (TCZ), an interleukin-6 receptor antagonist, is an effective biologic agent that reduces inflammatory disease activity in RA. In several clinical trials in humans, elevations in serum lipid levels were noted among subjects receiving TCZ (12) (13) (14) . In a headto-head randomized controlled trial (RCT) of TCZ monotherapy versus adalimumab monotherapy in 325 patients with RA, TCZ was superior to adalimumab for the reduction of signs and symptoms of RA, but more patients in the TCZ group had increased low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels than in the adalimumab group (15, 16) . Post hoc analyses of clinical trials and extension studies of TCZ suggest that RA disease activity, but not changes in lipid levels during treatment, may be independently associated with cardiovascular risk in RA patients treated with TCZ (17) . Nonetheless, whether increases in lipid levels with TCZ treatment compared with treatment with other biologic agents leads to an excess cardiovascular risk has not been determined, although the ENTRACTE trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01331837), a postmarketing open-label RCT that has just been completed, focused on evaluating the risk of cardiovascular events with TCZ versus etanercept in RA patients with elevated cardiovascular risk at baseline.
The main objective of this study was to compare the risk of cardiovascular events, including myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke, in patients who newly started TCZ versus those who newly started TNFi in a multidatabase population-based cohort of RA patients. The secondary aim was to compare the risk of other cardiovascular events, such as coronary revascularization, acute coronary syndrome (ACS), heart failure, and all-cause deaths, in TCZ initiators compared with TNFi initiators.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Data sources. We conducted a cohort study using data . Medicare is a federally funded program and provides health care coverage for nearly all legal residents of the US age 65 and older and some disabled patients younger than 65. Briefly, Medicare Part A is generally for inpatient care, Part B for outpatient medical services including some drugs given in a physician's office or clinic, and Part D for outpatient prescription drug coverage (18) . The PharMetrics and MarketScan databases contain longitudinal medical and pharmacy claims from a number of different managed care plans and are representative of a national commercially insured population in the US (10, 19, 20) . All 3 databases include data from all 50 US states. The Institutional Review Board of the Brigham and Women's Hospital approved the study protocol and privacy precautions. The study protocol is registered at www.encepp.eu (EUPAS11327).
Study cohort and design. Adults age 18 years or older with at least 2 outpatient visits 7-365 days apart, or 1 inpatient visit, coded with the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) code 714.x for RA were identified. Of these RA patients, we defined 2 mutually exclusive groups of biologic DMARD initiators, TCZ initiators and TNFi initiators, based on either Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System codes or National Drug Codes. Because TCZ is largely used as a second-line biologic agent for RA, we required patients in both groups to have previously used at least 1 other biologic agent (i.e., TNFi or abatacept) or targeted synthetic DMARD (i.e., tofacitinib). The cohort entry date (i.e., index date) was defined as the date of starting TCZ or TNFi after $365 days of continuous enrollment in the health plan to ensure that we identified study patients with a complete claims history for medical services and prescription dispensing in order to identify new users and control for baseline confounding appropriately. New users of TCZ were defined as those who had not received TCZ within the last 12 months. TNFi initiators had not received a specific TNFi within the last 12 months (Figure 1 ). At the index date, all of the patients included in this study were required to have had at least 1 inpatient or 2 outpatient visits for RA and at least 2 prescriptions filled for a biologic DMARD or tofacitinib (one for the prior biologic DMARD or tofacitinib and the other for TCZ or TNFi). A previous study showed that RA patients can be accurately identified using a combination of diagnosis codes for RA and any DMARD prescriptions in claims data with a positive predictive value of .86% (21) .
We excluded nursing home residents, patients with HIV/ AIDS, patients with malignancy other than nonmelanoma skin cancer, and those who had end-stage renal disease or had undergone dialysis or renal transplant prior to the index date. Patients who received rituximab were excluded to minimize confounding by indication and misclassification bias since rituximab is often given to patients with malignancy. We further excluded patients with hospitalizations for MI, stroke, ACS, or heart failure in the 90 days prior to the index date.
For the primary as-treated analysis, follow-up time started the day after the index date and ended on the day of treatment discontinuation plus 30 days, outcome occurrence, disenrollment, death, or the end of study period, whichever occurred first. For the secondary intent-to-treat (ITT 365-day) analysis, follow-up time ended on the 365th day of follow-up, outcome occurrence, disenrollment, death, or the end of study period, whichever occurred first. Patients were only allowed to enter the study cohort once.
Outcome definition. The primary outcome measure was a composite cardiovascular end point of MI and stroke. MI was identified with a hospital discharge diagnosis code of acute MI (ICD-9 code 410.x excluding 410.x2) in the primary or secondary position. The length of hospitalization for MI was required to be 3-180 days, unless the patient died during the first 3 days of hospitalization (22) . Stroke was defined with a hospital discharge diagnosis code of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke (ICD-9-CM 430, 431, 433.x1, 434.x1, and 436) in the principal position. These claimsbased algorithms have been validated and found to have a positive predictive value of .92% (22) (23) (24) . The secondary definition of the composite cardiovascular event was based on a hospital discharge diagnosis code of MI in the primary or secondary position for any length of hospitalization or a hospital discharge diagnosis code of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke in the primary position. This definition also had a positive predictive value of .92% (22) .
Other secondary outcomes were the individual cardiovascular end points of MI and stroke, coronary revascularization, hospitalization for ACS, any cardiovascular events including MI, stroke, coronary revascularization, or ACS, and hospitalization for heart failure and all-cause mortality.
Covariate assessment. During the 12-month baseline period, we measured .90 predefined variables potentially related to RA severity or activity or development of cardiovascular events in each database. We assessed the cohort entry year, demographic characteristics, regions, comorbid conditions, use of other prescription drugs, and markers of health care utilization intensity. To assess RA-related covariates for confounding control, we determined patients' history of DMARD use during all available days before the cohort entry date, including both the 365 days prior to the index date and any other available days prior to the pre-index 365 days. While we did not have information on RA duration or disease activity, we used the previously validated claims-based index for RA severity (25) . We also calculated the combined Comorbidity Score that included 47 conditions (26) . Physician orders of outpatient laboratory tests (Table 1  and Supplementary Table 1 , available on the Arthritis & Rheumatology web site at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10. 1002/art.40084/abstract) were included because these laboratory tests may be selectively ordered depending on patients' risk factors corresponding to current practice patterns and treatment guidelines (27) .
Statistical analysis. For each database, we compared the baseline characteristics of the patients in the TCZ and TNFi groups. To control for .65 potential confounders, including demographics (age, sex, region, race/ethnicity [only available in the Medicare data]), prior DMARD use, cardiovascular comorbidities, other chronic diseases, cardiovascular medications, other long-term medications, and markers of health care utilization intensity, we used propensity score matching within each database (28) . The propensity score was defined as the predicted probability of a patient starting TCZ Figure 1 . Study design overview. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who had not received tocilizumab (TCZ) or tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) in the previous 365 days were enrolled in the TCZ cohort or TNFi cohort, respectively. The index date was defined as the date of first TCZ dispensing or the date of switching to a new TNFi after being treated with at least 1 other biologic drug (i.e., abatacept, TNFi, or tofacitinib). Dx 5 diagnosis; Rx 5 prescription.
versus a TNFi given patient characteristics at baseline. For each data set, we estimated the propensity score using multivariable logistic regression that included all of the aforementioned covariates (Table 1 ) and the cohort entry calendar year. In order to increase study power, we implemented sequential propensity score matching with a variable ratio of up to 1:3 based on a matching caliper of 0.02 on the propensity score scale (29, 30) . The propensity score balance achieved within each database was inspected by tabulating all patient characteristics by treatment status and by examining the standardized differences (30, 31) .
After propensity score matching, we estimated incidence rates (IRs) of the primary and secondary outcomes in the TCZ group compared with the TNFi group separately in each database. Kaplan-Meier plots were used to inspect proportionality of hazards, and the follow-up time between treatment groups was compared in each database. Cox proportional hazards models conditioning on the matching set were fitted to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) (32, 33) . HRs from the 3 propensity score-matched cohorts were then combined using an inverse variance-weighted, fixed-effects model. We also conducted a further analysis to correct variance for potential overlaps in person-time between the 2 commercial cohorts by 10% or 20% (34). Protocol-specified subgroup analyses were performed by age group (i.e., younger than 60 years or 60 years or older), the presence of preexisting cardiovascular disease or diabetes, and concomitant use of methotrexate. In addition, we conducted subgroup analysis according to baseline use of oral steroids and statins. Within each of these subgroups, TCZ and TNFi initiators were propensity score-matched with a variable ratio of 1:3. All analyses, reports, and audit trails were conducted using the Aetion platform including R version 2.1.2. The Medicare data were additionally analyzed with SAS version 9.4, yielding the same results.
RESULTS
Cohort selection. There were 88,375 RA patients who started either TCZ or a TNFi with prior use of biologic agents or targeted synthetic DMARDs in the study databases. After applying exclusion criteria, our study cohort included a total of 40,119 RA patients starting either TCZ (n 5 9,917) or TNFi (n 5 30,202). After performing propensity score matching with a variable ratio of 1:3, the final cohort comprised a total of 28,028 RA patients, including 9,218 TCZ and 18,810 TNFi initiators (Figure 2 ). On average, each TCZ initiator was matched to 2 TNFi initiators across the 3 databases.
Patient characteristics. Table 1 shows selected baseline characteristics of the propensity score-matched cohorts in each database. As expected with the difference in the demographic characteristics of enrollees in Medicare versus the commercial health plans, the mean 6 SD age was 72 6 6 years in the Medicare database versus 51 6 11 years in the PharMetrics database and 53 6 12 years in the MarketScan database. Similarly, cardiovascular comorbidities were more common in patients enrolled in Medicare than in those enrolled in the commercial health plans. For example, 2% of TCZ or TNFi initiators in the Medicare database had a history of MI at baseline, whereas ,1% of Figure 2 . Selection of the study cohort. After the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied, the study cohort included a total of 40,119 patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who started treatment with tocilizumab (TCZ) or a tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi), including 9,146 from the Medicare database, 12,826 from the PharMetrics database, and 18,147 from the MarketScan database. After propensity score (PS) matching with a variable ratio of up to 1:3, the final cohort consisted of 28,028 patients, including 9,218 TCZ initiators and 18,810 TNFi initiators. Dx 5 diagnosis. 1.0 * Cohorts were propensity score-matched with a 1:3 variable ratio. Propensity score models included .90 covariates, including demographics, prior disease-modifying antirheumatic drug use, cardiovascular comorbidities, medications, and health care utilization. IR 5 incidence rate; HR 5 hazard ratio; RA 5 rheumatoid arthritis; TCZ 5 tocilizumab; TNFi 5 tumor necrosis factor inhibitors; 95% CI 5 95% confidence interval. † Per 100 person-years. ‡ Combined using an inverse variance-weighted, fixed-effects model. § Not reported (NR) for the Medicare population due to the small size (,11) of the data cell and other cells that could indirectly be used to calculate the small cell count based on the data use agreement with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. ¶ Defined as a discharge diagnosis of myocardial infarction (MI) in the principal position for any length of hospitalization or a hospital discharge diagnosis of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke in the principal position. # Exposure status at cohort entry was carried forward until day 365 of follow-up.
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TCZ or TNFi initiators in the PharMetrics or MarketScan databases did. Within each database, all of the baseline covariates were well-balanced between TCZ and TNFi initiators, with a standardized difference of ,10% (30) . At baseline, 14.3% of TCZ initiators and 13.5% of TNFi initiators had cardiovascular disease.
Baseline characteristics of the study cohort for each database before propensity score matching are presented in Supplementary Table 2, available on the Arthritis & Rheumatology web site at http://onlinelibrary. wiley.com/doi/10.1002/art.40084/abstract. In general, even before propensity score matching, the 2 groups, TCZ and TNFi initiators, were similar with regard to cardiovascular comorbidities, comorbidity index, medication use, and health care utilization patterns. TCZ initiators used a greater number of prior DMARDs and more steroids and opioids at baseline compared with TNFi initiators. Statin use at baseline was also greater in TCZ initiators versus TNFi initiators in the Medicare and PharMetrics databases.
Cardiovascular risk associated with TCZ. During a mean 6 SD followup of 0.9 6 0.7 years and a maximum observational period of 4.5 years for the primary as-treated analysis, in the 1:3 variable ratio propensity score-matched cohort, a total of 125 composite cardiovascular events of MI or stroke (36 in TCZ initiators and 89 in TNFi initiators) were recorded in the 3 databases ( Table  2 ). The overall IR of composite cardiovascular events was 0.52 per 100 person-years in the TCZ group and 0.59 per 100 person-years in the TNFi group. The database-specific IR ranged from 0. The combined HR (Table 2) for MI associated with TCZ versus TNFi was 0.70 (95% CI 0.37-1.34; P for heterogeneity 5 1.0), and the HR for stroke was 0.94 (95% CI 0.56-1.59; P for heterogeneity 5 0.6). Using the secondary definition of composite cardiovascular event (i.e., MI in the principal position for any length of hospitalization or a hospital discharge diagnosis code of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke), there were a total of 177 composite cardiovascular events (51 in TCZ initiators and 126 in TNFi initiators) in the 3 databases ( Table 2 ). The HR for composite cardiovascular events associated with TCZ versus TNFi use was 0.79 (95% CI 0.51-1.24) in Medicare, 0.79 (95% CI 0.40-1.58) in PharMetrics, and 1.13 (95% CI 0.53-2.41) in MarketScan, with a combined HR of 0.85 Figure 3 . Secondary end points in a 1:3 variable ratio propensity score-matched as-treated analysis of rheumatoid arthritis patients starting treatment with tocilizumab (TCZ) or a tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi). Hazard ratios (HRs) were combined using an inverse varianceweighted, fixed-effects model. A "secondary definition of cardiovascular (CV) event" refers to a discharge diagnosis of myocardial infarction in the principal position for any length of hospitalization or a hospital discharge diagnosis of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke in the principal position. "Any CV event" includes myocardial infarction, stroke, coronary revascularization, or acute coronary syndrome. 95% CI 5 95% confidence interval.
(95% CI 0.61-1.19; P for heterogeneity 5 0.71). With adjustment for potential overlap between the PharMetrics and MarketScan populations, the combined HR for the secondary definition of composite cardiovascular events was 0.84 (combined HR 0.77 [95% CI 0.53-1.12 for 10% overlap and 0.52-1.13 for 20% overlap]).
The secondary ITT 365-day analysis also showed similar results (Table 2) , with a combined HR of 0.77 for composite cardiovascular events associated with TCZ versus TNFi (95% CI 0.53-1.11; P for heterogeneity 5 0.9). After accounting for potential overlap between the PharMetrics and MarketScan populations, the 95% CI for the combined HR for composite cardiovascular events became slightly wider, but the inference remained the same (combined HR 0.77 [95% CI 0.53-1.12 for 10% overlap and 0.52-1.13 for 20% overlap]). Results from the as-treated analysis for the secondary outcomes also showed no increased risk of various individual cardiovascular end points in the TCZ group compared with the TNFi group (Figure 3) . The combined HR for all-cause deaths was 0.84 in the TCZ group versus the TNFi group (95% CI 0.58-1.20; P for heterogeneity 5 0.2). 
DISCUSSION
In a number of RCTs and observational studies, TCZ has been shown to increase LDL cholesterol levels. However, the effect of TCZ on clinical cardiovascular risk has not been fully understood. Since RA patients have a nearly 2-fold increased risk of cardiovascular disease and cardiovascular mortality compared with the general population (1,2), increases in LDL cholesterol levels with TCZ have been a concern. In this large US population-based multi-database cohort study of 28,028 patients with RA Figure 4 . Subgroup analysis in a 1:3 variable ratio propensity score-matched as-treated analysis of rheumatoid arthritis patients starting treatment with tocilizumab (TCZ) or a tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi). Hazard ratios (HRs) were combined by an inverse variance-weighted, fixed-effects model. For the age ,60 subgroup, only PharMetrics and MarketScan data were used since there were no cardiovascular events in the age ,60 Medicare population. CVD 5 cardiovascular disease; 95% CI 5 95% confidence interval. who had previously received at least 1 biologic drug, we found no increase in the risk of a composite cardiovascular end point of MI or stroke between TCZ initiators and TNFi initiators. In fact, we found a numeric decrease in risk and ruled out a risk increase of .26% based on the upper limit of the 95% CI for the combined HR. We also did not find an increased risk of secondary end points, including the individual end points of MI, stroke, ACS, coronary revascularization, heart failure, and all-cause mortality, in TCZ initiators compared with TNFi initiators. Furthermore, in patients with a history of cardiovascular disease or diabetes or those who were receiving steroids, statins, or methotrexate at baseline, we consistently found no association of TCZ treatment with increased cardiovascular risk.
This study has important clinical implications. While elevations in lipid levels occur in patients treated with TCZ (12) (13) (14) , such increases do not appear to be associated with an increased risk of clinical cardiovascular events. Rao et al reported that the risk of major cardiovascular events in patients with RA who were receiving TCZ was associated with control of RA disease activity but not changes in lipid levels based on post hoc analyses of clinical trials and extension studies of TCZ (17) . Several studies demonstrated a similar complex relationship between cholesterol levels, disease activity/systemic inflammation, and cardiovascular risk in patients with RA and showed no clear association between LDL cholesterol levels and cardiovascular risk (35) (36) (37) (38) . In patients with active systemic inflammation such as sepsis or RA, LDL levels tend to be low (37) . In other words, generally, systemic inflammation has lipid-lowering effects. Therefore, it may not be surprising to observe elevated levels of total cholesterol or LDL cholesterol with treatment with powerful antiinflammatory biologic drugs such as TCZ. There are also some reports of a significant increase in total cholesterol levels after TNFi treatment, correlating with lower RA disease activity (37, 39) . Our finding that there was no increased cardiovascular risk with TCZ versus TNFi use is reassuring, particularly given the potential beneficial cardiovascular effects of TNFi seen in several cohort studies (7) (8) (9) .
This population-based comparative safety study provides much needed data for clinical decision making in the management of RA. Furthermore, a prior cohort study that showed comparative cardiovascular safety of different biologic agents, including TCZ versus abatacept, in patients with RA did not show an elevated risk of incident MI or composite coronary heart disease (40) . With the completion of the ENTRACTE study, a postmarketing open-label RCT that examines the risk of cardiovascular events in RA patients treated with TCZ compared with those treated with etanercept, more head-to-head safety data will be available soon.
The main strength of this study is its large size and generalizability, since the study cohort is based on 3 large population-representative insurance databases in the US. Since TCZ is a relatively new therapy, using multiple databases was necessary to achieve an adequate study size. Combining the results from 3 databases, we were able to include a total of 9,218 TCZ initiators after propensity score matching. This study was planned to have at least 80% power to refute a 30% increase in the risk of the primary end point in TCZ initiators versus TNFi initiators. The upper limit of the 95% confidence interval of HR for the primary end point was 1.26. Unlike enrollees in clinical trials, our study cohort is representative of older adults (Medicare) and the working population and their dependents (PharMetrics and MarketScan) in the US. Detailed longitudinal information on patients' drug use in pharmacy claims data linked to comprehensive medical claims is another advantage of the study data sources.
To yield findings with high validity, this study used rigorous pharmacoepidemiologic approaches, such as the inclusion of study drug initiators (i.e., new user design), specific outcome definition, use of an active comparator, and propensity score matching with a variable ratio to perform appropriate statistical control for a large number of confounders and to minimize confounding by indication and immortal time bias (41, 42) . We required a relatively long baseline period to define "new users" of either TCZ or TNFi and assess patients' baseline characteristics for confounding control. Because TCZ is mostly used as a second-line treatment for RA in routine practice, the requirement of prior biologic or targeted synthetic use in both TCZ and TNFi initiators likely further reduced the degree of confounding by RA duration or severity between the 2 groups. Given known differences in patient demographics and other characteristics across the 3 databases, we used a prespecified analysis plan in each data set separately and combined the results using a meta-analysis technique. Finally, the null association between TCZ use and cardiovascular risk, compared with TNFi use, was consistently observed in all of the prespecified secondary and subgroup analyses.
This study has several limitations. First, since we relied on claims data, we had no data on RA disease duration or activity, seropositivity, systemic inflammation, lipid levels, blood pressure, family history of cardiovascular disease, use of over-the-counter drugs such as aspirin or some nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, smoking, or body mass index, although we captured many proxies of these clinical covariates. Second, while we adjusted for .65 baseline variables potentially related to cardiovascular risk 1162 KIM ET AL using propensity score matching, residual confounding cannot be ruled out. Third, there is a potential for outcome misclassification since outcomes were identified with claims-based definitions, although we used validated algorithms with high specificity. Fourth, there is a potential for duplicate person-years between the PharMetrics and MarketScan databases. While the exact degree of overlap between the 2 data sets is unknown, it does not appear to have a substantial impact on our estimates based on a sensitivity analysis accounting for 10-20% overlap. Finally, since the mean follow-up was ,1 year for the majority of the study population, the long-term cardiovascular effect of TCZ or TNFi may need to be further examined. However, 7,142 patients (25% of the study cohort) were followed up for .1 year, and 2,271 (8%) were followed up for .2 years in the study. The maximum observational period was 4.5 years in both exposure groups.
In conclusion, this multi-database populationrepresentative cohort study showed no evidence of an increased risk of cardiovascular events in patients with RA who switched from a biologic or targeted synthetic DMARD to TCZ compared with those who switched to a different TNFi. Our results were consistent in secondary and clinically important subgroup analyses.
